
Georgia I Adventure Tour

Georgia - an exciting, still very unknown country. Drive, hike, ride and raft through the magnificent natural landscapes of

this unique country and taste the wine!

Day - 6 Tbilisi

KAZBEGI – MTSHETA – TBILISI (B)
Today, hike the whole day in Truso gorge (25km, 5hours, easy). It is located on the Northern
slope of the Caucasus, at the beginning of the Tergi River bed. The tour takes you to the
origin Truso pass and ends at a village named Kobi. The gorge is in an alpine zone, where
factually are no trees. This is why it is so picturesque and unique in its geological structure –
the travertine valley with hydro carbonate mineral springs and “boiling” lake. Despite the
severe climate, the remains of old structures – churches, towers and fortresses, are still
preserved in some of the villages of Truso gorge. Truso is also rich of mineral waters which
influences the colouring of the river Tergi. See also a small carbonated lake en-route.
Afterwards, on your way to Tbilisi, visit Mtskheta. It functioned as the capital of Eastern
Georgia – Iberia – from 3rd century. BC to the 5th century. AD. Mtskheta historical
monuments –Jvari Monastery and Svetitskhoveli Cathedral – are UNESCO World Heritage
Sites.
Overnight: Tbilisi
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Inclusions

6 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Rafting on Pshavis Aragvi

- Horse-riding in Kazbegi

- Wine tasting in different destinations

- Full day hiking tour in Truso gorge

-  Hiking Tour at the base of Chaukhi Montains

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Bottled water (2 per person per day)

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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